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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of' the Problem 
The purpose of' this study was to make a follow-ap 
survey and job-activity analysis of the 1944-1949 business 
department graduates who have held general clerical or 
other office positlons anato study the implications of' the 
findings for revision of the business currlculum of Green-
field High School. 
Analysis of the Problem 
Data were collected and tabulated to provide angwers to 
the following questions: 
1. In what posi tiona were graduates empleyed by 
business organizations? 
2. What was the distributlon of jobs held by 
graduates according to types of business 
concerns employing graduates for offlee jobs? 
3· How long did it take graduates to obtain the 
first offlce job after completing their formal 
education? 
4. What was the statue of the graduates in regard 
to employment at the time of the study? 
5. Through what sources did beginners obtain 
thelr first position? 
6. To what extent were graduates satisfied with 
their present jobs? 
7. What duties were- performed by graduates 
employed in office and clerical jobs? 
2 
8~ Where did graduates :feel office duties shoulct 
be taught? 
Justification of the Problem 
The last complete follow-up survey of Greenfield High 
School business department graduates for curriculum revision 
purposes was made in 1930. Since that time, the only 
investigations concerning business graduates were made by 
individual teachers who were interest.ed in maintaining 
personal but casual contact with them after graduation. 
These individual findings were not directly used for 
adjusting the curriculum •. Consequently, the current study 
should provide the se~ool system with up-to-date information 
about those business graduates who have been engaged in 
office and clerical positions. 
Business teachers will have information available 
relative to those duties which should be given greater 
emphasis in their instruction of business skills and office 
practice. 
This information will also aid the guidance and 
placement departments in selecting and recommending 
business students for various o.r:r1ce jobs available in the 
community. 
Finally, this study should contribute much towards 
evaluating the business curriculum offered students 
interested in becoming office workers. 
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Delimitation of' the Problem 
In order to develop that phase of the high school 
curriculum affecting the.business education offered students 
in GTeenf'ield, this study was limited to those 1944-1949 
business graduates who have held office and clerical posi-
tions since graduation.· 
Furthermore, the·survey was restricted to specific 
duties performed by the graduates without any reference to 
the desirable personality traits which were considered 
essential in various business situations. 
Definition of' Terms 
1 Gooa gives the ;fellowing definitions for the terms. 
used in this study: 
Business Education: that area crt education which 
develops skills, attitudes, and understandings 
essential for the successful direction of 
busin'ess relationships. 
Clerical Work: office work performed by a clerk, 
especially that pertaining to written records, 
including the filling out of office forms, 
the keeping of accounts, the compilation of 
statistics, and correspondence. 
Office Occupatiens: occupations associated with 
the management and operation of offices, 
especially those involving skills such as 
typewriting, stenograph, and accounting. 
··.-
1Good, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary QtEducation, 
McGraw-~11 Book Company, Inc., New York and London, 1945. 
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Organization of Chapters 
An introduction te the problem in this study is given 
in Chapter I. In Chapter II, a background. stud.y o:t the 
community in which the survey was conducted is given. 
Before any work was done on the survey, a study of 
various theses related to the subject matter covered in the 
survey was made, and. summaries of: these studies are 
presented. in Chapter III. 
Review of related literature paved. the way for setting 
- forth the method of procedure that was followed in gathering 
the necessary data for this study._ A summary of the 
procedures-is listed in Chapter IV. 
Chapter V reports the analysis and interpretation or 
the data sheets received from the graduates. The analysis 
and. interpre_tation of the check lists completed. by the 
graduates interviewecl arlil reported in- Chapter VI. 
In Chapter VII, a summary of findings and. conclusions 
is presented. Finally, in Chapter VIII, recommendations 
are made based on the results of the survey. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Location 
Greenfield, Massachusetts, is· located in the 
Connecticut River Valley. It is 98 miles west of' Boston, 
36 miles north of Springf'ield, 91 miles east of' Albany, and 
170 miles from New York. It is the county seat of Franklin 
County and an important trading center .. 
Population 
According to the 1945 State Census, the Greenfield 
population was 17,020. Of this total, the population 
density in persons per square mile was determined to be 
795·3· Those over 65 years of age totalled 1,472, whereas, 
those under 21 years of age numbered 35 per cent of' the 
total population reported in the 1940 Census. 
The percentage of population living on farms was placed 
at 4 per cent (1940 Census). The same Federal Census showed 
that foreign-born residents totalled 1,712. 
Historical and Area Data 
Greenfield was settled in 1686 and incorporated as a 
town in 1753· 
The town contains 13,943 acres in land, which is 
equivalent to 21.4 square miles. The percentage of the 
total area available for crops is 25 per cent while woodland 
has a coverage of 42 per cent of the total area. Exclusive 
of buildings, farm land value per acre has been estimated at 
$112. 
Retail Trade, Manufacturing, and Housing 
The estimated trading population was 55,000, and the 
estimated retail sales amounted to $27,039,000 in 1947. The 
retail sales in dollara per capita amounted to $1,589 with a 
retail setup of 276 establishments. In addition to the many 
local business proprietorships, a few of the better known 
national .reta.il stores represented locally are Sears, 
< •• • • • • •• ; ~ • • •• : • ~- ... 
Roebuck and Company, Penny 1s, Enterprise, Kresge, and The 
Outlet. 
Among other dive~sified products, Greenfield 
manu:ra~tures tap.s and dies, machine tools, mailing machines, 
hanQ.. toois; handbags' machinery, sterling ail ve~rare' steel 
stampS 1. paper draperieS J rakeS and SnOW ShOVelS 1 fOUndry 
~ : .. 
products, dresses, photographic appliances, photo 
engraving, mist sprayers, paper ·boxes, and screw machine 
products. 
Homes fn Greenfield 'totaJ.led .. 3, 469 in 1947. Owner-
occupied homes we:J:>e estimated to be 3,122 as compared to an 
estimated rental of. 3lf7. These facts definitely showed 
that the major section of the town was residential in 1947. 
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Vital Statistics 
For the ten-year period beginning in 1938 and ending in 
1947, a decided upward trend, especially for the last two 
years, in the number of births was recorded. As compared to 
350 births in 1938, 600 in 1942, and_750 in 1946, a new high 
of 895 was reached in 1947. The problem which this birth-
rate will create in the school system was apparent and the 
school board. was contemplating provision of' additional 
f'acili ties for the increased enrollment expected in the 
school system. 
Green:field School System 
In 1947, public school enrollment reached 2,265 and in 
1948 increased to 2,502. As a result of the high birthrate 
during World. War II, enrollment in the public schools was 
expected to rise steadily for several years to come. 
The breakdown of' the total enrollment in public schools 
in 1948 was as follows: 
Elementary 
Junior High School 
Senior High School 
Vocational School 
Liberal Arts for Girls 
Total 
1,373 
540 
425 
143 
21 
2,502 
In addition to the public school system, the parochial 
school enrollment (eight grad.es only) was 377 in 1947; and 
the .only private school had. 70 girls enrolled. in 1947. 
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Outside the town limits, several private schools draw 
to some extent from the population in Greenfield. Conse-
quently, the public school system has a great task for 
providing education. 
Nature of Educational Program 
At the time of this study, the public school system in 
Greenfield followed the six-three-three ·pattern in education. 
That is to say, the elementary grades consisted of the first 
six years; the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades were 
considered the junior high school; the remaining lOth, llth, 
and 12th grades represented the senior high school. 
The elementary grade level concerned itself chiefly in 
I 
training the pupils for the fundamental skills--reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 
The seventh grade consisted of a core curriculum to be 
followed by all pupils. In the.sev:-enth grade, conc~ntration 
was placed on individual and social development. In 
addition to _English and arith!p.etic, pupils were req1,1.ired_to 
:r>articipate in social studie~,_ science, physical education, 
general shop (boys) or household arts (girls), music 
appreciation, art, guidance, and club. 
The eighth grade also consisted of a core curriculum 
required of all pupils. In addition, a selection of 
electives was provided which consisted of French (recom-
mended for pupils intending to follow in the college 
preparatory curriculum in the senior high school), art, 
music appreciation, and chorus. 
In the ninth grade, a large portion of the work was 
elective and chosen in accordance with the pupil•s plans 
for senior high school work. At the end of his work in 
9 
this grade, each pupil chose one of the three curricula 
listed in the senior high school program of studies or 
enrolled in one of the divisions of the vocational school. 
Since this choice was a serious matter, the program selected 
by each pupil was ~pproved by his parent and his school 
counselor. 
The follo1'ling subjects were required of all ninth grade 
pupils: English, mathematics, physical ·education, guidance, 
and club. The electives that were offered for selection by 
the pupil were·as follows:· general science, junior business 
training, ancient history, social studies, Latin, French, 
mechanical drawing; general shop, household arts, art, music 
appreciation, and chorus. 
Since the public school system in Greenfield was 
maintained for all students, it was also possible to arrange 
special prog~ams to suit special needs .• 
The school day for the junior high school was 8:10 a.m. 
to 11:50 a.m. and 1:20 p.m. to 3:15 p.m~ 
The senior high school offered the following curricula: 
college preparatory, liberal arts, and commercial; while the 
vocational school consisted of the cabinet, auto, print, and 
10 
machine shops. The school day was 8:10 a.m. to 2!00 p.m. 
for the senior high school and 8:10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. for 
the vocational school. In both schools, a 27-mi.nute lunch 
period was provided. 
Since the periods were 60 minutes in length, a 
substantial portion of each class period in academic 
subjects was usually devoted to supervised study. This 
arrangement lessened the amount of homework but did not 
remove the necessity for some homework in certain subject 
matter. 
As far as possible, the programs for the pupils were 
planned to meet individual needs. However, it was 
sometimes difficult to arrange unusual combinations of-
electives; since a program for the entire.school must be 
constructed which would best serve the interests of ail 
pupils. 
A guidance counselor was assigned :for each of the 
grades beginning with the seventh grade·through the 12th 
grade. 
Commercial Curriculum 
The business curriculum offered definite vocational 
preparation for pupils who desired preparation :ror office or 
secretarial work. PUpils who successfully completed the 
work in this curriculum were expected to be ready for their 
posi tiona. 
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In addJ .. tiori, all students were required to take certain 
courses as the basis or a general education background that 
concerns every member or organized society. 
In grade ten, tryout courses were given in stenography, 
typewriting, and bookkeeping. Stenography II could have 
been elected only by -pupils v-rho had earned marks of "011 or 
better in stenography I, which was the tryout course in 
stenography; and stenography III could have been elected 
only by pupils who had earned marks of 110ft or better in 
sten~grapby II. The same requirement applied in the case of 
typewriting and bookkeeping as in the case of stenography. 
In the ninth grade, students were free to choose the 
commercial course without taking any pre-exa.min~tion as a 
basis for eliminating unqualified students. However, the 
guidance counselor provided advice-and recommendations to 
each individual. Nevertheless, if a student insisted in 
taking a certain course, the student was permitted to take 
the tryout course. 
In order to fulfill the requirements for graduation 
from the business curriculum, five units of vocational work 
were required to have been chosen from the following list: 
Stenography 
Typewriting 
2 units 
2 units 
Bookkeeping 2 units 
Office Practice l unit> 
In each of· the subjects, the work of one year as 
listed in the 11th and 12th grades for the business 
curriculum constituted a unit. At least two units of this 
work were to be in one of the three fields in which two 
units were offered. 
l2 
If a pupil failed typewriting in the tryout course, 
the second year in stenography could not have been elected, 
although the pupil may have passed the tryout course in 
shorthand. This situation automatically eliminates the 
pupil from graduating with a business education diploma 
since the unit requirements were not fully satisfied. 
Th~ five units of work referred to in the preceding 
paragraph were to be passed with no mark lower than' "0. II 
Pupils who attempted the commercial program but received a 
mark o:f. "D" in one or more of the five required units 
received credit toward graduation from the liberal art 
curriculum. 
The commercial diploma named the field in which a 
pupil had majored as 11 Commercial in Stenography," 
••commercial in Typewriting, 11 or 11 Commercial in Bookkeeping. tt 
. The work _in. stenogra,phy III, typewriting I1I, and 
office practice. classes during the second half of the 12th 
grade was devoted as far as possible to practical office 
projects and to office experience within the school system. 
Tbis practical work was intended to.give the pupil experience 
similar to that which was to be found in the initial 
position. 
In addition to the skill subjects, each business 
student was required to take physical fitness, English, 
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biological science, current history, guidance, household 
arts (for girls), U. S. history and civics, and practical 
mathematics. The -student was then permi ttect to elect 
whatever additional skill courses he desired. General 
courses such as art, mechanical drawing, industrial history, 
economics and commercial law, markets and sources, practical 
physics and chemistry, and world science-were offered as 
electives. 
Thus, the business curriculum provided a concentrated 
training in ~kill subjects with a general education 
background. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Before any attempt was made to conduct this follow-up 
study of business graduates from Greenfield High School, a 
review of related literature was made as a basis for obtain= 
ing valuable aids in developing procedures and techniques 
that could be used to advantage in conducting this survey. 
Furthermore, the results of surveys made by others provided 
valuable information and encouragement for similar studies 
on a local level. 
An interesting summary reported in an extensive study 
l 
made by Thatcher presented these significant results: 
l. Of the 1.51 respondents, 11.5, o.r 76 
per cent, were doing office work at the time 
of the study. - · 
2e Only 4.5 of the l22 graduates who 
were full-time office employees, or had held 
full-time office jobs, indicated that the 
first job was obtained through school authori-
ties. 
J. Only 14, or 9 per cent, of' the 1.51 
respondents had secured additional business 
training since high school. 
4. A large percentage (87 to 97 per 
cent of each class) of the respondents felt 
that their high school business training was 
adequate for success in the job held at the 
time of the study. 
l . - . 
Thatcher, Carolyn A., A Job-Activity Analysis~ 
Follow-up Study Qt. 1.2.&Z., 1948, and 1.2!!:2. Graduates of ~ 
Business Department of Gardner High School, Gardner, Mass., 
Master t s Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
5. All of the typing activities ranked 
in the upper half in total frequency of 
performance. Those activities rating 50 per 
cent or higher in time-frequency were: 
"Addressing envelopes," "Copying from hand-
writing,u fiBilling," and "Typing inter-o:f:fice 
correspondence.n 
6. The majority o:f stenographic and 
secretarial activities ranked in the upper 
hal:f :for total frequency o:f per:formance. 
Those-activities with a time-frequency rating 
of' 50 per cent or higher were: 11Handling 
telephone calls f'or employer, It II Taking dicta-
tion in shorthand and transcribing, 11 "Doing 
o:ff'ice housekeeping, 11 "Taking charge of 
office during employer's absence,n ~d 
IIKeeping salesmen's records. 11 
7. The majority o:f the general office 
activities ranked high in total.frequency of 
performance. The activities in this classi-
:fication which had a time-frequency rating 
of 50 per cent or higher were: lf.Answering 
telephone," "Folding letters and inserting 
into envelopes,u ffMeeting callers and 
receiving clients," "Waiting on customers, 11 
IIFiguring and checking invoices," "Opening, 
sorting, and distributing mail," "Making out 
receipts," 11Writing orders (from telephone 
or correspondence),ll "Doing cash1er work," 
"Post1ng checks and deposits," "Pricing 
customers' orders,n "Keeping a checkbook,ll 
'~Timekeeping," and 11 Expedi ting customers' 
orders. 11 
8. Although bookkeeping act1v1ties 
ranked 1n the lower half as f'ar as total 
frequency of' performance was concerned, those 
who performed such duties considered them to 
be of major importance for the most part. 
"Balancing cash,n 11 Posting to accounts 
receivable ledger, If "Mak1ng sales journal 
entries," and "Making purchases journal 
entries, 11 had a timr-frequency rating of 50 
per cent or higher. 
l Ibid, pp •. 64-68. 
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Not only does the follow-up study of graduates provide 
an educational_ system with significant data for revising or 
evaluating a curriculum which has been offered to business 
students over a period of time, but the results of a newly 
organized program of study have been evaluated through such 
a survey. 
In 194o, the Oak Park Township High School initiated a 
vocational office-practice course in the hope of serving 
students of low mental or linguistic ability. The results 
of that program have been surveyed through a follow-up 
study of graduates. The findings of the survey were 
reported by Seymour and Hartmann. 1 
We noted with interest that our course 
had reached not only the student group with 
lower ranges of intelligence but also some 
above-average students whose academic accom-
plishments were lower than their abilities 
warranted. 
We found in the_records of employment 
that more than 50 per cent of the 180 gradu-
ates had remained with the same company 
throughout employment, with two indicating 
service for as long as 5! years. We 
concluded that the girl of low I. Q. with a 
class ranking higher than expected achieve-
ment is likely to remain with one concern, 
being satisfied with the accomplishment of 
having obtained a job. 
1 Seymour, George, and Bernice Hartmann, As reported in 
"What Happened to the Graduates of Our Office-Practice 
dourse," Business Education World, vol. 30, March, 1950. 
·e 
Aside from the students who went directly 
into college training, only 22 per cent of the 
others continued after-school training. This 
indicates that the training in high school 
should be of such quality as to be marketable. 
The large firms wili probably continue 
in-service tra.ining; but with the changing 
economic conditions, the nature of that 
training will return to the specific on-the-
job training of the past. In that event, the 
private schools, universities, public trade 
schools, and.educational departments of 
business~machine firms will ·aoubtless find 
themselves giving more and more post-high 
school training in the necessary skills. 
Evidence shows that our course has been 
successful in giving vocational competency to 
many students of low ability who have the 
desire to succeed and who have purposeful 
objectives. Several letters acknowledging 
this fact accompanied the returned question-
naires. 
One gratifying observation volunteered 
by our correspondents was their belief that 
we should do more to stress courtesy and 
refinement of manners. We admit it and are 
wondering about holding a series of lectures 
on the subject by personnel people and former 
students. Along this same line is a growing 
recognition that we must do more to change 
our graduates' attitudes toward work itself. 
From the c point of view of value to the 
present classes in office practice, the 
survey's greatest contribution has been its 
tremendous motivation in teaching. The 
unifying.force of a department project, the 
evidence·· (in view of the last objective of 
our office-practice course) that the office-
practice course could be a cog in a wheel of 
activity, the acceptance by students of the 
answers provided by their predecessors.l 
l· Ibid, pp. 330-331. 
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Since vocational training is one of the major objec-
tives of business education,. business teachers should be 
aware of the need to adjust their classroom work to the 
actual duties performed by their students on the job. 
To reveal the frequency of office duties performed by 
employees, an extensive survey-was conducted by the Pitts-
burgh Public Schools. 1 The investigation covered 1,668 
employee returns from 33 firms which included the following 
major occupational groups:. Stenographic, 443; General 
Clerical, 648; Record Keeping, 464; and Machine Operators~ 
113. This survey is a most significant study and should be 
studied in detail by business teachers. 
Another job-activity analysis and follow-up study which 
revealed the distribation of business graduates in beginning 
2 jobs was made by Ryan. 
The great majority of graduates were 
placed in of.fice positions in less .than six 
months after graduation. Sixty-six per cent 
of those placeQ were referred to their office 
jobs by school aathorities. 
Over 87 per cent of graduates replying-
were engaged in office-type Jobs. 
1As reported in npittsburgh Analysis of O.ffice'Duties,n 
The Journal g£ Business Education, yol. 24, .January, 1949, 
p. 26. 
2Ryan, Mal"'Y Agnes, A ~op-Activitx, Analysis~ Follow-
.Il.I2. Stucb: of 19l.J:6, J-..2$_, .€!:lli1 1948 Business Department Gradu-
ates g:f_ Nashua Hi@ School, Nashua, ~ Jiampshire, Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
Graduates on the whole adjusted to their 
jobs in the business community with a minimum 
amount or difriculty, and with personal satis-
faction to themselves. · 
Graduates .on the whole felt that their 
high school preparation was adequate to meet 
their employment and specific job needs. 
Respondents felt strongly that job 
counseling services shouTd be extended to 
serve the needs of graduates after graduation 
from school. 
Duties and office activities of a 
general clerical nature far outnumbered the 
specializ-ed type of activities, such as 
stenographic and bookkeeping activities. 
Typing and filing activi.ties were the 
most numeroug and the most commonly advocated 
for school training by the graduates.l 
2 In passing, theresults of a study made by Juckett 
may be mentioned to show that differences existed in 
certain areas among similar surveys. 
Sources from which the graduates learned 
of their initial and present positions varied. 
The most effective procedure for obtaining 
positions was by personal application. Through 
this source 1 25.4 per cent of the graduates 
obtained their initial positions and 35.3 per 
cent obtained their present positions. Only 
2.5 per cent of the initial positions and 2.5 
per cent of the present positions were 
obtained through the university placement 
services.3 · 
1 Ibid, pp. 71-72. 
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2Juckett, L. R., Study Q£ ~Business Administration 
Graduates _Qf. the Uni-versity of Scranton, Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston Univer@ity, 1949. · 
Jibid, p. )6. 
-· 
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Thus, the significance of research undertaken for the 
purpose of collecting data concerning a particular group of 
graduates directly affects the specific area in which the 
study was made. At the same time, local surveys provide 
results with which comparisons could be made in other areas 
of similar research. 
A study which has been completed by Stockman1 was 
undertaken for the purpose of collecting data that could be 
used as the basis for constructing an effective course in 
office practice. Some of the results of the study are as 
follows: 
It was found that 65.5 per cent of 
recently employed graduates were doing general 
clerical work, 20._6 per cent were engaged in 
. stenographic and secretarial jobs, and 10. 8 
per cent were concerned primarily with book-
_keeping activities. All but 29 of the 427 
respondents have one or more general clerical 
duties to perform. The 29 were employed in 
large firms where a high degree of · · 
specialization characterized the office work. 
The 398 employees who had general clerical 
duties to perform, checked 4,288 separate 
activities, an average of 10.8 activities 
each. 
Some interesting facts were revealed .. 
with regard to typewriting. The typewriter 
was used by all but 14.3 per cent of the 
employees who answered the questionnaire. 
1 stockman, Edgar R., As reported in 11An Integrated 
Office Practice Course of Study for Secondary Schools,n 
American Business Education, vol. 6, December, 1949. 
Typewriting has largely taken the place of 
longhand as a means of filling in forms. O:f 
the 366 employees using the typewriter, 4li-. 8 
per cent of them are asked to compose letters 
with instructions as to letter content, and 
30.3 per cent compose letters with no 
instructions as to content. Some instruction 
in this activity should be included in the 
training program for these beginning workers. 
A total of 22 distinct typewriting activities 
was reported. This Wide use of the type-
writer in business office service indicates 
that ability to type plain copy at high rates 
of speed with few errors, while desirable, is 
not enough training to prepare adequately 
beginning office workers for the kind of 
typing they will do. 
Of the 427 beginning office workers 
studied, 193 made use of shorthand. Taking 
letter dictation made up 95.8 per cent of the 
shorthand activiti,es. A little more than a 
third (J9. 4 per cent) of these beginning 
workers took dictation from more than one 
dictator. 
A list of 31 bookkeeping activities was 
reported. Of the 198- employees concerned 
with bookkeeping activities, trial balances 
were prepared by 43, or 21. 7 per cent; 
balance sheets by 23, or 1.6 per cent; and 
profit and loss statements by 15, or 8.1 per 
cent. This latter activity was 26th in the 
frequency list, while the pre.paration of 
balance sheets was 21st. 
Thirty filing duties were reported by 
345 beginning office employees. The 275 
employees who have alphabetical filing to 
perform represent 64.4 per cent of all the 
427 employees. More employees are concerned 
with numerical, feographical, and subject 
filing combined. 
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According to conclusions drawn by Strauch1 from a 
similar study, the clerical worker performs a variety of 
duties. 
In considering the data secured from the 
questionnaires used in this survey, and from 
the conversations with various employers 
interviewed in connection with the survey, it 
is evident that our future clerical workers 
must be taught, and not merely given an 
acquaintance with, the :proper and efficient 
way of performing many of the above-mentioned 
duties. They must have an understanding of 
the basic knovrledges concerning telephoning, 
banking and postal services, business forms, 
office courtesy, office procedures, etc., as 
well as the necessary skills pertaining to 
the operation of the various office machines. 
The clerical worker must be capable of perform-
ing-well these many and diversified duties 
that are a part of every well-organized busi-
ness office. He is the backbone of its 
operations.2 
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Courses based on such studies should not only prepare 
the :pupil to fit into the employment situation as it now 
exists. The training provided ~n these courses should also 
prepare each pupil to improve the bookkeeping methods, the 
stenographic and secretarial tecniques, and clerical 
procedures_ in the particular office job he eventually 
undertakes. 
1 strauch, Juliabel, As reported in "Clerical Workers 
are the Backbone of' an Office,"~ Journal Q%_ Business 
Education, vol. 26, September, 1950. -
2Ibid, p. 14. 
Smith1 made an analysis of the bookkeeping systems 
used by typical re~ail, wholesale, professional, and 
personal service e~terprises located in the town of Many, 
Louisiana, in orde~ to find out how to correlate high 
school.bookkeepinglinstruction with actual practice. Her 
findings revealed ~he following facts: 
All of t~e enterprises, with the exception 
of two, requi~,_ed the services of a person-
performing ot er. duties along with r'ecording 
of the daily business transactions. This . 
indicates tha\ high school graduates may find 
positions in business which are not-classified 
as "bookkeeping 11 positions and still be 
required to per·· form some of the functions of 
a bookkeeper. _·. . · . 
All enter~rises studied used some method 
of recording. ettries, but no one enterprise 
followed the s~e procedure as that of another 
enterprise. Tpis indicates that high school 
pupils should pe taught general principles 
and their application in many different situa-
tions rather than the mastery of' any set 
routine. 
Those organizations which are branches 
of a company generally maintain records on 
reports furnished by the central office at 
different inte~vals during the year. 
1l: 
I 
!I 
A number 'j!)f the enterprises keep records 
only to provide information for making Income 
Tax returns, but others use records for the 
purpose of knowing the financial condition of 
their business as well as for preparing tax 
returns. 2 
1 Smith, Mildred L., As reported in "Research Notes, 11 
American Business Education, vol. 4, March, 1948. 
? ·. 
~Ibid, pp. 228-229. 
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In a similar study, McVey offered the following 
recommendations as they may be·applied to typists: 
Typewriting students should deveiop a 
high degree,df skill in alphabetical filing. 
Training in the use of the adding machine 
should emphasize skill in addition. 
Greater emphasis should be placed on 
spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 
Typewriting students should be given 
more opportunity to type real business forms. 
The type1vri ting class could make use of the 
various business forms which have been 
duplicated by the of-fice-practice class. 
More training should be given in type-
writing from rough draft, proofreading, 
typing with multiple carbons, use of master 
copies, cutting stencils, etc. -
Students should be trained to work under 
pressure. Typewriting students shouJd be 
assigned work which must be completed by a 
given date. 
Typewriting teachers should become 
acquainted with the various types of tests 
given to typists in order to coach their 
students along these lines. 
Greater emphasis should be placed on 
personal qualities such as neatness, accuracy, 
dependability, and responsibility. 
Office standards should be the goal of 
the typewriting class.2 
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1McVey, Jennie M., A Job Apalysis of Duties and Tasks 
Performed gy Typists, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1949. 
2Ibid, pp. 105-107. 
To determine office stru1dards and procedures that 
existed in various busines.s offices as they related to 
2.5 
opportunities for high school graduates, a city-wide school 
survey of 40 large Los Angeles offices was conducted. As 
l report~d by Morrell, several of the-following worth-while 
recommendations were made: 
Less importance should be placed upon 
the development of speed in excess of 50 
words a minute •. More emphasis should be 
placed on the skills of typing, such as 
writing of numbers, tabulation placement, 
and on accuracy in general. 
Less importance should be placed upon 
the development of speed. in excess of lOO 
words per minute in shorthand. More emphasis. 
should be placed on accuracy of transcription. 
Since the majority of graduates are 
placed in their initial jobs as clerks of 
one type or another, more emphasis might be 
placed on the clerical major in business 
education. Also more clerical experience 
might be incorporated in the courses of study 
of other business education majors. 
Counselors should be informed that 
business is willing to hire students who have 
had a major in business immediately upon their 
graduation from.high school. Business men 
will employ these graduates although they 
have had no previous business experience. 
Since some large organizations are employ-
ing the use of tests in skill in hiring office 
personnel~ some training in the t~~ing of such 
tests should be part of the high school 
experience of every student. 
l Morrell, Donald C., As reported in fiLos Angeles Office 
Standards Survey, 11 ~ Journal .Q.!. Business Education, vol. 
25, February, 1950. ' . 
A method should be devised whereby 
schools will be equipped to furnish informa-
tion quickly regarding the grades ana charac-
ters of graduated students to business men 
who phone the school. Business men want this 
information while the applicant is in their 
office. 
Far more emphasis should be placed on 
personality factors in the teaching of all 
business subjects so it will be a continuous 
indoctrination throughout the years during 
which the student is learning the skills 
necessary in business. 
There would be great Value in a well-
prepared course in job ethics and business 
behavior. . This cou~se could be general in 
nature and yet sufficiently flexible to 
permit adaptability to particular schools. 
Evidently, appearance and speech during the 
interview for employment has not been well-
taught to our students.l . 
Since the foregoing studies represent the results 
of surveys made in specific local situations, the writer 
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made a similar study of business department graduates from 
Greenfield High School, Greenfield, Massachusetts. Not 
only was the survey made to gather information concerning 
these graduates as to their status in business, but this 
study was made to determine the nature of certain problems 
the beginning office worker faced after leaving high school. 
1r~oid, 26 ?7 pp. -.__·. 
... 
CHAPTER IV 
· METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
In developing this thesis, the following steps were 
taken: 
1. Permission and approval of school 
authorities were secured to make a follow-up 
study. 
2. Teachers in the business education 
department were consulted to determine the 
feasibility in conducting the_survey at that 
particular time. 
J. In reaching the.l944-1949 business 
department graduates through personal inter-
views, a data sheet and check list were 
prepared. · 
4. A list of personal questions was 
included in the data sheet. These questions 
were to be answered by the business gradu-
ates relative to both their beginning and 
present office positions. 
5· To obtain information about the 
frequency of performance of job activities 
and where they should be taught, a check 
list of 68 different duties was compiled. 
6. With the aid of the business depart-
ment teachers, a personal interview was made 
with each of the 66 business graduates 
selected for this study. 
7. After each graduate was contacted, 
the information from the data sheets and 
check lists was collected and tabulated. 
8. From the final results of the survey, 
the summary and conclusions were formulated. 
9. Finally, suggestions and recom-
mendations were made, based upon the findings 
of the study. 
·In establishing a sound basis f' or making a follow-up 
study that would be worth-while, the assistance of' school 
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officials and business teachers was of' great importance. 
Although an extensive survey of' business graduates had not 
been made for several years, individual teachers had kept 
close contact with many of' the students. 
A list of' 84 duties which Freeman1 reported had been 
used in a similar study made by the Eittsburgh·Public 
Schools was checked by the business teachers. These 
teachers were :familiar with local business organizations 
and the duties demanded of'.o:ff'lce workers, especially as 
beginners. .. From this list, a selection of' 68 duties which 
were thought to be most applic.able to the study was made. 
An agreement could not be reached as to the organiza-
tion of' these duties into any specific categories. Conse-
quently, the finci,l decision was to list the 68 duties in 
the check list without any special arrangement of divisions. 
On an experimental basis, the check list was presented 
to 23 individuals v.rho were registered in evening classes. 
These classes were held to provide instruction in beginning 
and advanced courses in stenography, typewriting, and book-
keeping. All of' these individuals had been or were engaged 
in some form of office work. 
1Freeman, 11:1. Herbert, As reported in ''Duties of Office 
Employees,n American. Business.Education, vol. v, March~ 
1949, PP• 229-231. 
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As a result, the data sheet and check list were found 
to be satisfactory after a few ~inor changes were made 
through suggestions by the experimental group. 
In selecting the graduates to be interviewed, only 
those graduates who had been or vJere engaged in office 
work and would be willing to have personal interviews were 
considered for this study. As a result, 66 graduates which 
represented a cross-section of each graduating class made 
up the interview list. With the assistance ,of the business 
department teachers, each of' the selected business graduates 
was contacted through a personal interview. 
The interview survey was based upon definite points so 
that results could be tabulated, and an opportunity was 
given for suggestions from the persons interviewed. To 
interpret and to make the data more understandab~e, chart~ 
and tables were constructed showing the results of the 
interview survey. From these results, the summary and 
conclusions were made. Finally, recommendations were stated 
by the writer. 
-CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESPONSES 
FROM DATA SHEET 
In contacting the various business graduates from 
~reenfield High School for the years 1944-1949, a follow-up 
study was made through personal interviews with each 
graduate. Only those graduates who were available during 
the time of the survey and.who had been employed as an 
office worker since graduation were interviewed. 
Of the total number of 129 business graduates who had 
received diplomas in the years l944-1949;. 66 graduates were 
contacted :for this study. · In Table I, the total number of 
graduates who had received diplomas in the business 
curriculum and the total number of graduates interviewed in 
each respective graduating class are indicated. 
TABLE I 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS GRADUATES INTERVIEWED 
BY CLASSES 
Number Number of Per cent 
Class of Graduates of 
Graduates Interviewed Interviews 
1944 20 7• 35.0 
1945 23 13 56.5 
1946 22 8 36.4 
1947 14 9 64.3 
1948 29 16 55.2 
1.242 21 lJ 61.2 
Totals 129 66 
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These ·66 graduates were first asked to complete a data 
sheet which consisted.of several questions of a personal 
nature regarding their employment as office workers. One of 
the questions concerned itself with the length of time it 
took the gracLuates to obtain their fi.rst office position. 
As reportea. in Table II, 69.7 per cent of the graduates 
acquired their first office positions before finishing 
school as compared to 30.3 per cent of those interviewed who 
required from one to eight months after graduation. 
TABLE II 
LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED BY 66 BUSINESS GRADUATES TO SECURE 
INITIAL OFFICE POSITIONS 
Length of Time 
Before graduation 
One month after graduation 
Three months after graduation 
Two months after graduation 
Four months after graduation 
Seven months after graduation 
Eight mont~s after g~aduation 
Totals 
Number 
of 
graduates 
46 
8 
5 
4 
1 
1 
. 1. 
66 
Per cent 
69~7 
12.1 
7.6 
6.1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
100 .. 0 
The fact that the school system maintained a guidance 
and placement department, and because job opportunities for 
office workers were plentiful during the years 1944-1949 
. 
may have been largely responsible for the high per cent of 
placements before graduation. 
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Title of 
Position 
Secretarial-st~nographer 
General office clerk 
Assistant bookkeeper 
Payr()J.-l.clerk 
Medical secretary 
Cashier 
Senior personnel clerk 
Junior clerk 
Billing clerk 
Bank messenger 
. 
I 
I 
~J 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
Number of graduates 
. 
2.5 
I l I I I 
122 
~ 
J 
J 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Fig. l. Distribution of Positions 
Held By 66 Business Graduates 
Fig. 1 shows 2_5, or 37.9 per cent, of the 66 graduates 
interviewed held secretarial-stenographic positions; and 22, 
or 33.3 per cent, were employed as general office clerks. 
Five graduates reported that they were employed as assistant 
bookkeepers. The remainder of the graduates intervi~wed 
were employed as payroll clerks, medical secretaries, 
cashiers, senior personnel clerks, junior clerks, billing 
clerk, and bank messenger-. 
As pointed out in Chapter II, a wide and varied number 
of business organizations existed in Greenfield at the time 
of this study. Consequently, the graduates interviewed 
were asked to state exactly the nature of the business in 
which they held office jobs. 
TABLE III 
TYPES OF BUSINESSES IN WHICH 66 GRADUATES WERE EMPLOYED 
Type of Business 
Manufactaring 
Town of Greenfield* 
Construction 
Public Utilities 
Retail Department Store 
Physician 
Bank 
Retail Automobile Dealer 
Insurance Agency 
Lawyer 
Advertising Agency 
Retail Hardware Store 
Public Library 
Retail Grain Company 
Retail Grocer 
Dentist 
Personal Loan Agency 
Private School 
Public Accountant 
Wholesale Farm Produce 
Retail Fuel Company 
Public Hospital 
Tree Expert 
Totals 
Number 
or 
Graduates 
l8 
lO 
4 
4 
4 
J 
J 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
66 
Per cent 
27.J 
15.2 
6.1 
6.1 
6.1 
4.6 
4.6 
J.O 
J.O 
J.O 
J.O 
1.5 
1.5 
l.5 
l.5 
1.5 
l.5 
l.5 
1.5 
l.5 
1 .. 5 
l.5 
1.5 
100.0 
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. *Secretarial and clerical positions held by graduates 
in the offices of various municipal departments, including 
the streets and engineering departments, the treasurer's, 
tax collector 1s, old-age assistance, registry of deeds, 
and clerk of the courts offices~ 
As indicated in Table III, l8, or 27.3 per cent, of 
the 66 graduates interviewed were employed by manufacturing 
industries such as textile, tap and die, and silver shops; 
lO, or 15.2 per cent, of the graduates reported that they 
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held office positions in retail automobile, hardware, grain, 
grocer, fuel, and department stores; the town of Greenfield 
employed 10 of the graduates; construction and public 
utilities were each represented by four graduates; three 
graduates were employed by physicians and banks; two gradu~ 
ates worked for insurance, law, and advertising firms; one 
graduate was employed by each of the remaining businesses 
which included the dentist, public library, personal loan 
agency, private school, public accountant, wholesale farm 
produce, public hospital, and tree expert. 
Since all of the 66 gradua~es interviewed were still 
employed at the time of this study, a complete report was 
possible in regard to the time each of the graduates was 
employed in the position held at the time of this study. 
Table IV reports that most of the graduates had been 
employed in their jobs for a year or more. Those employed 
for two years totaled 15, or 22.7 per cent; 12 graduates had 
been on the job for one year; six graduates reported that 
they had remained four years; five graduates were employed 
for three years; and four of those interviewed stated that 
they had been in their respective positions for five years. 
One of the graduates reported that she had been on the job 
for six years. Of the remaining 23 graduates, 17 had been 
in their positions for less than six months. For the most 
part, the latter group consisted of the most recent gradu-
ates that were interviewed in this survey. 
·TABLE IV 
LENGTH OF TIME GRADUATES HAD BEEN EMPLOYED ON THE JOB 
HELD AT THE TIME OF THIS STUDY 
Time 
2 years 
1 year 
4 years 
3 years 
3 months 
5 years 
1 month 
5 months 
4 months 
9 months 
6 months 
2 months 
6 years 
8 months 
7 months 
Totals 
Number 
of' 
Graduates 
15 
12 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2. 
2 
1 
1 
·r·-. 
66 
Per cent 
22.7 
18.1 
9.1 
?.6 
?.6 
6.1 
6.1 
4.6 
4.6 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
100.0 
In determining the range in salary scales among the 
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various graduates interviewed, the question concerning the 
starting pay f'or the job held at the time of' this study was 
included in the interviews. 
Of the 57 graduates who answered the question, Fig. 2 
shows that 43 received starting salaries between $21 and 
$30. Ten of the graduates received under $21; one graduate 
received a salary of $65; two graduates started in the 
$31-$35 bracket; and one graduate reported receiving a 
salary in the $36-$40 range. 
Number of' 
graduates 
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3.5 
1\ 
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\ 
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41 
!j:3" 46 . .51. 
.50 .55 
Dollars (per week) 
---~- Beginning salaries 
_____ Present salaries 
--==-== 
Fig. 2. Beginning and Present Salaries of' .57 
Graduates in the Positions Held at 
the Time of' the Study 
Of' equal significance, Fig. 2 reports·salaries received 
•• > 
by the 57 graduates in the positions held at the time of' 
this study. None of the graduates interviewed received 
under $21. Thirty-two graduates received salaries between 
$26 and $35, nine graduates stated they received wages 
within the $21-$2.5 salary bracket, .ten graduates reported 
salaries within the $36~$40 range, and f'ive graduates 
received between $41-$.50. . The graduate who started at $6.5 
reported the same salary as the one received at the time of 
this study, since she had been employed f'or only'two months 
in the position she held. 
'-
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Of the 66 graduates interviewed, only five reported 
that they had received formal education beyond high school. 
Two of the five graduates attended business schools for two 
years and specialized in medical-secretarial work, one of 
the graduates attended a junior college for two years and 
trained as an executive secretary, another graduate com-
pleted four years at a university as a psychology major, 
and the fifth graduate started a course at the university 
and completed only one year before discontinuing the course. 
One other question asked the graduates which resulted 
in a one-sided report concerned the difficulty graduates 
experienced in getting a position after completing their 
formal education in school. Sixty-two graduates reported 
they did not experience any difficulty, whereas fqur 
graduates stated they did have difficulty in securing a job. 
Two of the four who did have difficulty stated that the 
employers desired experienced help. The remaining two 
graduates reported that no office jobs were available at 
the time of their graduation. 
Whenever a follow-up study is made of gTaduates, one 
question which appears consistantly deals directly with the 
sources through which graduates obtained their first 
position. In Fig. J, the results indicate that the school 
remains a very important source through which graduates may 
obtain their first job. 
Number of' 
graduates 
30 
20,.. 
lOr-
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OLL--------~----~----~--------~---------L-
School 
officials 
Family or 
friend 
Through 
ownself 
Through 
newspaper 
Fig. 3· Sources Through Which 66 ~ra.dua.tes 
Obtained Their First Positions 
The school system covered in this study maintained a. 
placement service for graduates as well a.s for under-
graduates. The responsibility for placing· students lay 
mainly with the guidance department. Business teachers 
were frequently asked to recommend varioug students when-
ever a.n office job was available. As reported in Fig. 3, 
JO, or 4).) per cent, of the 66 graduates had obtained 
their first position through school officials. 
Further examination of the results shows that the 
family or friend of' the respondent was the source through 
which 16, or 24.2 per cent, of the graduates obtained the 
first job; 13, or 19.7 per cent, of the graduates inter-
viewed stated that they had found their own first position; 
and 7, or 10.6, of the graduates made use of the want ad 
section of the newspaper. Although the data sheet list~d 
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the public employment and private employment agencies, and 
other sources through which graduates may have obtained 
their first position, not one graduate had made use of 
those additional sources. 
Number of 
graduates 
40"_ 
. :~~ ... 
.. -~ - - -~ ...... _:=._ ':: . 
-' 
.. ~. ·.;. ' 
. . : .... - . 
Somewhat Very 
--~ 
Highly 
satisfied 
Reasonably 
well 
satisfied 
Indif-
ferent dissatis- dissatis-
fied fied 
Fig. 4. Job Satisfaction of the 66 Graduates in 
the Positions Held at the Time of This Study 
In another question, each graduate was asked to state 
the degree of satisfaction that existed vTi thin the job held 
by the graduate at the time of this study. Fig. 4 indicates 
a fairly favorable conclusion with the report that 31, or 
46.9 per cent, of the graduates interviewed stated they were 
highly satisfied; 24, or 36.4 per cent, expressed themselves 
as reasonably well satisfied; six graduates were somewhat 
dissatisfied; three stated that they felt indifferent about 
their jobs; and two graduates were very dissatisfied. 
4o 
Finally, individual comments and suggestions were 
expressed by the graduates interviewed. These suggestions 
certainly provide valuable information that may contribute 
much toward evaluating the business curriculum. 
In general, the graduates felt that the skill training 
offered was very satisfactory and met the standards and 
requirements established by business organizations. 
However, many of the graduates emphasized the point that 
their general business education background was not as com-
plete as their vocational skill training. As a few sugges-
tions, graduates indicated a need ~or courses in business 
law, principles of mark~ting and economics, retailing, money 
and banking, and personality development. 
The opinion was expressed by several graduates that 
greater concentration be given to grammar and vocabulary 
building. Command o:f the English language definitely was 
essential in :fulfilling the duties and responsibilities of 
the office worker, according to these graduates. 
Not only were graduates asked to answer the questions 
listed on the data sheet, but they were given an opportu-
nity to indicate the specific duties that were performed by 
them in whatever office job they held at the time of this 
study. Chapter VI reviews the :findings obtained :from the 
check lists which were completed by the graduates at the 
time of the interview. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESPONSES 
FROM THE CHEOK LIST 
In order to determine those duties most commonly per-
formed in beginning of'.:fice occupations by the 66 graduates 
who were interviewed f'or this study, a check list that con-
sisted of 68 specific duties was used. 
All of the 66 graduates interviewed filled in the check 
lists. As a result, Table V was constructed to show the 
order of total frequencies for each of the listed duties. 
Table V provides a column for "Rank" which indicates 
the relative rank of_the activities performed in the order 
of total frequencies. The "Total frequency" column lists 
the total frequency for each activity performed by the 
graduates interviewed. In addition, the following five 
headings show the approximate frequency of performance for 
each duty listed in the check list: "Frequently every day,u 
''Occasionally every day, tt "Frequently during week, u-
uoccasionally during week, u and "Less often than weekly. n 
Under appropriate columns in the check lists, the 
graduates were asked to express their opinions as to whether 
the job activity performed should be taught in school, on 
the job, or both in school and on the job. The graduates 
were requested to express their opinions only for those 
duties which they actually performed. 
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Examination or Table V shows that the six activities 
performed by the largest number of graduates included "Make 
carbon copies, 11 II Address envelopes, 11 11Use standard type-
writer," 11 Use telephone,tt IIUse alphabetical filing," and 
"Fold, insert letters and seal envelopes, II which were per-
formed by 59, 58, 58, 57, 53, and 53· graduates, respec-
tively. In the opinion or the majorit-y performing these 
activities, all six of these activities should be taught in 
school, or both in school and on the job. 
High in total frequencies, the duties, lfType letters, If 
''Fill in printed forms, 11 "Take dictation in shorthand and 
transcribe," and 11 Type out caras," were each performed by 
more than 50 per cent· of the 66 graduates interviewed. The 
majority of these graduates reported that the duties should 
be taught in school. 
Aside from the use of the standard typewriter, the 
hand-operated adding machine was performed by more graduates 
than any other business machine. Of the 38 graduates who 
indicated using the adding machine, 35 believed ~t should be 
taught in school, two stated that the school and the job 
should provide the necessary training, and one student 
expressed the opinion that the operation of the machine 
should be taugh~ on the job exclusively. 
Duties which are ordinarily considered to be general 
clerical work were well up on the frequency table. Included 
among these duties were "Type form letters," 11 Type out bills, 
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invoices, and statements," 11Receive business callers," 
"Weigh mail, figure postage,n "Prepare material for filing,u 
11 0pen, sort, and distribute mail,u and 11Run errands. n 
Except for running errands, the majority of graduates felt 
that these duties should be taught in school and both in 
school and on the job. 
Further analysis of Table V indicates that the use of 
the electric adding machine by 28 graduates, operation of 
the calculating machine by 16 graduates, and use of the 
check-writing machine by 15 graduates present a need for 
preparing graduates for these specific activities. 
According to the opinions of the graduates, these duties 
should be taught in school. 
Bookkeeping and record-keeping duties were placed in 
the center of the frequency table. These activities, 
which include preparing checks, writing out orders, pre-
paring bills and invoices, malcing bank deposits, posting 
entries, taking care of supplies, balancing cash, keeping 
customer's accounts, reconciling bank statements, making 
out payrolls, taking inventory of stock, figuring discounts, 
preparing journal entries, and working on credit accounts, 
ranked from 21 through 41.5. Except for taking care of 
supplies in the stockroom and taking inventory of stock, 
most of the graduates stated that the bookkeeping and 
record-keeping activities should be taught in school as 
well as on the job. 
I 1-
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Although alphabetical filing was previously reported 
among the high ranking activities, 11Use numerical filingll 
ranked 28, "Use visible record filing'• ranked 53, and "Use 
geographical filingll ranked 55.5. However, 30 graduates 
emphasized the point that these filing duties should be 
taught in school, eight graduates declared that they should 
be taught both in school and on the job, while no one 
expressed the opinion that these activities should be taught 
on the job exclusively. 
The following office machine activities ranked low in 
frequency! 11Use mimeograph duplicator 11 ranked 46.5, IIUse 
ditto duplicator 11 ranked 55.5, 11 0perate dictaphone tran-
scriberlf ranked 641 and "Operate ediphone transcriberU 
ranlced 66. 5• Here again, the graduates definitely pointed 
out that the school should provide the training necessary 
to operate the machines. 
The following duties were among the lower ranking 
activities performed by the graduates interviewed in this 
study: "Compute interest," listed by nine graduates; 
"Prepare financial statements, 11 reported by nine graduates; 
"Type manuscript, legal rorms, 11 performed by eight respond-
ents; and IIPrepare vouchersll and ttPrepare worksheets, 11 each 
represented by five or the graduates interviewed. 
11 
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Rank 
1 
2.5 
2.5 
4 
5.5 
5·5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
13 
13 
15 
. 
TABLE V 
THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE 68 OFFICE ACTIVITIES 
PERFORMED BY THE 66 ctRADUATES INTERVIEWED, 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
Where 
~pproximate Frequency Should Be 
- of Performance Taught 
. . . . 
t l>l ~ l>l.!4 l>l ,.a 
.· ~ ~ l>l r-1 l>lCO r-ICO dr-1 r-1 riO 
Duties r-11>, 'Q5~ rim riCO C0,!4 0 01-;> ~~ .PlU .P:S: ctl:S: .PQ) 0 ,.a 0 S::A S::A d s:l It-! CO .ct 0 .ciS:: 8Q) Q) 0 Q)QD oao o:s: 0 1-:> 00 
t: &t: ..;~ g.~ ..-IS:: tf.l tf.l lliH Ill ..-I ~~ s:: rd {])Q) lUQ) COH trl H 
,:t 0 S::s:l t:~ g~ HO 00 Q).Q Hm IX. A OA HE-i 
0 0 
Make carbon copies sc; 21 13 8 13 4 53 0 6 
Address envelopes 5E 18 20 6 9 5 43 3 12 
Use standard 
typewriter 5E 42 11 4 1 0 52 1 5 
Use telephone 5? 3:.5 10 .5 5 2 24 7 26 
Use alphabetical -
filing. s~ . 28 11 5 9 0 36 4 13 
. '-' 
Fold, insert letters 
and seal envelopes 5~ 21 13 4 10 5 31 5 17 
Type letters 5C 17 9 5 14 5 36 1 13 
Fill in printed 
forms 4/ 14 8 1 14 10 14 18 15 
Take dictation in 
shorthand and 
transcribe 4~ 8 8 ~ 13 11 43 0 2 Type out cards 4( 7 3 12 14 16 -10 14 
Use hand-operated 
adding machine §i 14 7 3 6 8 35 1 2 Type form letters 5 3 2 8 16 19 5 10 
Type out bills, 
invoices, and 
statements JL 10 2 3 5 14 11 10 13 
Receive business 
3L callers 15 5 1 4 9 13 6 15 
Weigh mail, figure 
postage 3~ 13 2 2 4 12 17 8 8 
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Where 
~pproximate Frequency Should Be 
of Performance Taught 
. 
8 ~ ·,!4 ~~ ~ .a ~~ ~ r--l ~Q) ...-lQ) Cr--l r--l r-IO Rank Duties ~~ ~rJ ..-leD ~: Q)~ 0 Of-J .P::! .p;s: .PQ) 0 ~ 0 
' 
00 S::A CA Q Q lHQ) .Q ..cts::: 
E-fQ) (1)· 0 Q)QD OOD OS: 0 fJ 00 
.H ::!I» ...-!~ 6t~ ..-ll=! tJ) tJ) J%t Oi-H W. H w.n ~~ Q rd Q)(l) cdQ) <l>H cdH 
.=1 0 ?1~ ttl o:> H::! Od Q).£t t>fxl P:tA t>A .-:::18 
0 0 
16 Prepare material for 
filing 32 13 9 2 4 4 i6 8 8 
17 Open,_ sort,. and 
distribute mail Jl 12 11 4 g 1 5 13 13 
18 Run errands JC 7 7 3 7 3 23 ·4 
19 Use electric adding 
machine 2<= 15 4 4 2 3 19 0 9 
21 Type from rough 
drafts 27 4 3 1 6 13 12 4 11 
21 Prepare checks 27 3 6 3 5 10 22 2 3 
21 Write out orders 27 7 4 5 5 6 7 12 8 
23.5 Prepare bills, 
26 invoices 11 3 4 2 6 8 6 12 
23.5 Make bank deposits 26. 2 6 5 5 8 15 7 4 
25.5 Post entries to 
24 ledger 7 7 z 4 4 8 4 12 
25~5 Take care of 
supplies (stockroom) 24 5 1 .1. 6 11 1 16 7 
28 Use numerical filing 23 13 2 1 2 5 16 0 7 
28 Balance cash 23 12 5 2 -2 2 9 7 7 
28 Type out statistical 
data 23 1 3 0 3 16 10 6 7 
30.5 Keep customer's 
22 accounts 11 1 3 5 2 3 7 12 
30.5 Malee stencils 22 2 0 1 0 19 20 0 2 
32 • .5 Reconcile bank 
statement 2C 0 0 0 0 20 13 2 .5 
32-5 Make out payrolls 2( 3 0 2 9 6 3 6 11 
34 Make appointment 
arrangements with 
customers or 
clients 15 7 4 1 4 3 5 .4 10 
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Where 
Approximate Frequency Should Be 
of Performance Taught 
~ p., . ~· r:-,,!:4 . I» 
.0 ~··~ >.. ,...-!• P,Q) rfQ) ~:!4 r-1 ,...{0 Rank Duties ~~ ~~ r-\Q) raj.~ 0 Of? +=>:::i +=>~ .PQ) 0 .0 0 oqt s:: A. S::A s:: s:t . lf-IQ) .s:t 0 .s:ts:t E-I<U Q) 0 Q)QO 00.0 0!3:: 0 '? 00 
t: gt: . or-1 I» z:ss:: or-IS:: til til w::.. tr·orl tO..-! ~§ s:t rd Q)<l) cl Q) Q)):.j clH s:t 0 ~~ ~&1 g~ H::i 0::1 a>.Q H P:..A OA ....:18 
0 0 
3.5 .. 5 Take inventory of 
stock 18 2 l i l 13 1 10 7 
35·5 Figure discounts 1€ 4 0 3 4' 7 11 3 4 
37.5 Use calculating 
machines 16 .7 3 1 2 3 ll 0 5 
37.5 Prepare. journal 16 4 entries 
-
4 1 3 4 4 2 10 
39.5 Use check-writing 
machine 1..5 4 4 0 4 3 6 6 3 
39·5 Proofread ·- 15 2 3 2 3 5 7 1 7 
41.5 Work on credit 
accounts 13 6 2 1 l 3 5 2 6 
l}l • .5 Type out telegrams, 
radiograms . 13 0 .3 2 2 6 8 3 2 
4l}. Prepare insurance 
and social security 
records 1~ 3 '1 2 1 5 4 2 6 
44 Prepare packages for 
shipment· 12 l. 2 0 ·2 7 3 4 5 
44 Operate cash 
register 12 9 2 l· 0 0 .5: 4 3 
46.5 Use mimeograph 
duplicator 11 2 0 0 2 7 10 1 0 
46 .. 5 Compute time records 11 J 2 2 2 2 2 3 6 
48.5 Prepare. trial 
balance 10 1 0 0 0 9 J 2 5 
48.5 Make price changes 10 4 3 0 ·1 2 1 8 1 
50.5 Compute interest 9 2 1 0 0 6 3 1 5 )0 • .5 Prepare financial 
statements 9 0 0 0 l 8 2 2 5 
53 Use visible record 
filing 8 J 2 0 1 2 7 0 l 
53 .Sell merchandise at· -
counter 8 4 1 2 1 0 l 5 2 
53 Type manuscripts, 
8 legal forms .4 0 2 l l 4 0 4 
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.. Where 
~pproximate Frequency Should Be 
of Performance Taught 
1:> 
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0 0 
55.5 Use geographical 
4 :filing 7 2 0 0 1 7 0 0 
55·5 Use ditto duplicator 7 2 0 0 2 3 5 1 1 
58._5 Prepare vouchers 5 0 0 2 2 1 0 3 2 
58.5 Prepare worksheets 5 3 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 
58.5 Use portable 
typewriter 5 1 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 
58.5 Use bookkeeping 
machine 5 0 0 1 0 4 1 3 1 
62 Operate addressograph 4 2 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 
62 Operate switchboard 4 l 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 
62 Use electric 
typewriter 4 2 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 
64 Operate dictaphone 
transcriber 3 l 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 
66.5 Operate ediphone 
transcriber 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 l 
66.5 Operate photostatic 
machine- 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
66.5 Operate graphotype 
machine 2 2 0 .0 0 0 0 2 0 
66.5 Prepare bill of 
lading 2 ·o 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
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In preparing Table VI, activities performed liFre-
quently every day" were considered Ma.1or Activities. Those 
duties done tJOccasionally every day 11 and UFrequently during 
week 11 were regarded as Regular Activities. Duties performed 
liOccasionally during week" and llLess often than weekly" were 
considered as Occasional Activities. 
By dividing the sum of the liMajorll plus -"Regular" 
activities by the sum of the HMajor'' plus "Regulartf plus 
''Occasional If frequencies, a per cent was obtained which 
represents a relative frequency measure for each activity. 
To facilitate interpretation of how.the graduates felt 
about where the activity should.be taught, activities listed 
in the columns, 11 In schoollf plus those listed as best taught 
"In school and on the job 11 were divided by the total "In 
school, n non the job, n and IIBoth in school and on the jobu 
frequencies. As a result, the answer, which was expressed 
as a per cent, indicates the emphasis that school instruc-
tion should maintain for the various activities listed. 
With these two measures available, a basis for rating 
each duty was possible. 
Table VI shows that, among the ten top-ranking duties, 
the following are high both in time-frequency and school-
training percentages: llUse standard typewriter, u nuse 
telephone, II uuse alphabetical f illng, 11 IIMake carbon copies, " 
"Address envelopes," and "Fold, insert letters, and seal 
envelopes. II 
e 
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Both duties, IIType lettersll and "Take dictation in 
shorthand and transcribe, 11 were high in school-training 
percentages but low in time-frequency rating. However, 
since these activities had high total frequencies, they 
were considered significant and emphasis should be placed 
on these activities in the school training or business 
students. 
Very revr graduates reported using either the portable 
typewriter or the electric typewriter. However, these 
business machines have high time-frequency and school-
training ratings. Each or the duties, 11Use bookkeep-ing 
machine, '' "Operate addressograph, u uoperate switchboard, t1 
11 0perate photostatic machine, II and noperate graphotype 
machine, 11 was also represented by a low percentage or 
graduates interviewed for this study. Thus, the number 
performing these activities does not justify immediate 
expenditures in the business machines listed above. 
The activities, ''Use hand-operated adding machine, II 
"Use calculating machine, 11 and nuse electric adding macine, n 
placed high in both time-frequency and school-training which 
indicated that operational techniques should be included in 
the off'.ice machines course on a skill basis. Although very 
few graduates reported the following duties: ''Operate 
dictaphone transcriberll and "Operate ediphone transcriber, n 
a selected group of business students should be given the 
opportunity to acquaint themselves with the proper use or 
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the machines that are available in the Greenfield school 
system. The five graduateswho did report the use of those 
machines were all of the opinion that the school should 
train the students in the operation of the dictaphone and 
ediphone transcribers. 
Duties such as "Write out orders," fiTake inventory,n 
"Prepare packages for shipment, 11 If Prepare vouchers, 11 and 
"Prepare bill of lading," which rated lov;r in time-frequency, 
should be given very little emphasis in the business 
curriculum. 
Although the following activities rated high in school-
training, the low time-frequency rating suggests they be 
. . . 
given minor attention in the business course: 11 Type form 
letter, tt "Type bills, invoices, rod statements, II IIReceive 
business callers," nweigh mail, :figure postage," 11 0pen, 
sort, and distribute mail, 11 UType from rough drafts, n 
lfPrepare checks,lf "Write out orders,u "Prepare bills, 
invoices,lf fiMake bank deposits, 11 "Take care of supplies 
(stockroom), 11 "Type out statistical data, 11 11Make stencils, 11 
IIReconcile bank statement, II "Make out payroll, 11 "Figure 
discounts, 11 UPrepare journal entries, If lfProofread, 11 11 Type 
out telegrams, radiograms, If _II Prepare trial balances, 11 and 
IIOompute interest. n 
Eight graduates reported use or the visible record 
filing system and seven graduates listed the use of the 
Boston Yni vers i t:r 
Scb&Ql ~f F.rlucstio~ 
Library 
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geogrpahical filing system. However, in both cases the 
time-frequency and school~training percentages were high 
enough to warrant some instruction in the business program. 
\i) II ' ~~ 
Rank 
1 
2.5 
2.5 
4 
s.s 
5·5 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE VI 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF TEE 68 
OFFICE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY THE 66 GRADUATES INT.ERVIEWED 
AND WHERE THESE ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE TAUGHT 
. . 
............ . 
:»?:. l» ~ ......... ~~ l» . ?:. G-1 +=>Q).kJ 
C) . +=> r-J ......... .,-! .p Q) I>.P 
s:: .,-led?:, I> li-1 Q) .,-IS:: Q) I> ,.q cd .,-!O:S: .PO 
:j .,-! td .p ~~ o' ~gl» OHQ) ~ 0 rl Q) odlo..ct ~I 0 .g 
Activity H <Xl..clH .p r-JO ~ 0 f:q ,PQ) HI» m ·~ ,.q I-;) H I> cd r-l ,.q S::h C) 
~·· QQ)Q) r-l '@ bD ~)j 0) ......._H 
' :j ::l 
.p ttlOG-1 b!JA o '0) Q) 
0 ~::ato <l:i ........ H Q1Q) 
8 
-· 
p:; ~ o::.: o-
0 
Make carbon copies .59 21 21 17 71.2 .53 0 
Address envelopes 58 18 26 14 75.9 43 3 
.Use standard typewriter 58 42 15 1 98.3 52 1 
Use telephone 57 35 15 7 87.7 24 7 
Use alphabetical f·iling 53 28 16 9 83.0 36 4 
Fo~d, insert letters, and 
seal envelopes 53 21 17 15 71.7 . 31 5 
Type letters 50 17 14 19 62.0 ' 36 ·1 
Fill in printed forms 47 14 9 24 48.9 14 18 
Take dictation in shorthand 
and transcribe 45 8 13 24 46.7 43 0 
; 
..0 
0 
I-;) 
td § * ~ ~ ... 
r-l tl) I-;) 
0 ++ 
0 tl) 0) 
,.q 
C) 
tl) 
6 lOOeO 
12 94.8 
2~ 98.3 87.7 
13 92.5 
17 90.6 
13 .98.0 
15 61.7 
2 100.0 
. 
* The sum of "major 11 plus 11 regular 11 activities divided by the total of llmajor," 
llregu1ar, u and 11 occasionalll activities. 
** The sum of nschool" plus llschool and jobn·.recommendations divided by the total 
of llschool, 11 "Job, 11 and 11 schooi· and job" recommendations. 
' 
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10 Type_ out 9ards 40 .7 7 26 35.0 16 10 14 75.0 
11 Use hand-operated adding 
machine 38 14 10 1/.} 63~2 35 1 2 97.4 
13 Type form 1.etters 34 5 .5 24 29.4 19 5 10 85.3 
13 Type out bills, invoices, 
ahd statements 3/.} 10 ~ 19 44.1 11 10 13 70.6 13 Receive business callers 34 1.5 13 61.8 13 6 15 82.4 
1.5 Weigh mail, figure postage 33 13 4 16 _51.5 17 8 8 7.5· 8 
lb Prepare material for filing 32 13 11 8 7.5.0 16 8 8 75.0 
17 Open, sort, and distribute 
mail 31 12 1.5 4 8'l.l 5 13 14 58.1 
18 Run errands 30 7 10 13 . 56-~ .. 7 3 23 23.3 
19 Use electric adding machine 28 15 .8 5 82.1 19 0 9 100.0 
21 Type from rough drafts 27 4 4 19 29.6 12 4 11 85.2 
21 Prepare· checks 27 3 9 15 44.4 22 2 3 92.6 
21 Write out orders 27 7 9 11 59·3 7 12 8 55.6 
23.5 Prepare bi11s, invoices 26. 11 7 8 69.2 8 6 12 76.9 
23 • .5 Make bank deposits 26 2 11 13 50.0 15 7 4 73·1 
-----·---- ---
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2.5~.5 Post entries to ledger 24 7 9 8 66.7 8 4 12 82.0 
2.5 • .5 Take care of supplie.s (stockroom) '24 .5 2 17 29.2 1 16 7 83.3 
28 Use numerical filing 23 13 3 7 69.6 16 0 7 100.0 
28 Balance cash 23 12 7 4 82.6 9 7 7 69.6 
28 Type out statistical data 23 1 3 19 17.4 10 6 7 73· 9 
' 4 68.2 68.2 30 • .5 Keep customerrs accounts 22 11· 7 3 7 12 
30 • .5 Make stencils 22 2 ·1 19 13.6 20 0 2 100.0 
32 • .5 Reconcile bank statement 20 ., 0 0 . 20 0.0 13 2 .5 90.0 
32-.5 Make out payrolls 20 3 2 1.5 25.0 3 6 11 70.0 
34 Make appointment arrangements 
with customers or clients 19 7 .5 7 63.2 .5 4 10 78·9 
35·5 Take inventory of stock 18 2 2 14 22.2 1 10 7 44.4 
35·.5 ·-Figure discounts 18 4 3 11 38.9 11 3 4 83·3 
37 • .5 Use calculating machine 16 7 4 .5 68.8 11 0 .5 100.0 
37·.5 Prepare journal entries 16 4 5 7 _56.3 4 2 10 87.5 
39·.5 Use check-writing machine 1.5 .. :4 4 7 .53.3 6 6 3 6o.o 
39·.5 Proofread 1.5 2 .5 8 ·46. 7 7 1 7 93.3 
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41~5 Work on credit accounts 13 6 3 4 69.2 5 2 6 84.6 
41.5 Type out telegrams, 
radiograms 13 0 5 8 J8.5 8 J 2 76.9 
44 Prepare insurance and ,soctal 
security records . 12 3 3 6 50.0 4 2 6 8J.J 
44· Prepare packages for. shipment 12 1 2 9 25.0 3 4 5 66.7 
44 Operate cash register 12 9 3 0 100~0 5 4 J . 66.7 
46.5 Use_ mimeograph ~uplicator 11 2 0 9 18.2 10 1 0 90.9 
46.5 Compute time records . ll 3 4 4 6).6 2 J 6 72.7 
48.5 Prepare trial balance 10 l 0 9 10.0 3 2 5 80.0 
48.5 Make price changes 10 4 3 g 70.0 l 8 1 20.0 
50.5 Compute interest 9 2 1 33·3 3 1 5 88.9. 
50.5 Prepare financial statements 9 0 0 9 o.o 2 2 5 77.-8 
53 Use visible record filing 8 3 2 3 62~5 7 0 1 100.0 
53 Sell merchandise at counter 8 4 J 1 87.5 l 5 2 37·5 
53 Type manuscripts, legal forms 8 4 -2 2 75.0 4 0 4 100.0 
55·5 Use geographical filing ·7 4 2 l 85.7 7 0 0 100.0 
55.5 Use ditto duplicator 7 2 0 5 28.6 5 1 1 85.7 
• • 
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''· .58~.5 Prepare vouchers 5 0 2 3 40.0 0 3 2 40.0 
58 • .5 Prepare worksheets .5 3 0 2. 6o.o l 1 3 90·0 )8.5 Use portable typewriter 5 .1 3 1 80.0 3 ·l 1 90.0 
.58.5 Use bookkeeping machine 5 0 1 4 20.0 1 3 1 . 40.0 
62 Operate• addressograph 4 2 1· 1 75·0 0 3 1 25.0 
62 Operate switchboard 4 1 l 2 so.o 0 4 0 o.o 
62 . Use elecyric typewriter 4 2 2 0 100.0 3 1 0 75.0 
64 Operate dictaphone transcriber .3 1 0 2 33-.3 2 O· 1 lOO.O 
66.5 Operate ediphone transcriber 2 l 0; 1 ·50~0 .l 0 1 lOO.O 
66~5 Operate photostatic machine .2 1· 0 1 . 50~ 0 0 l 1 . 50.0 
... ~ . . 
66._5 Operate graphotype machine 2 2 0 0 100.0 0 2 0 O~O 
66.5 Prepare bill of lading 2 0 0 2 o.o 1 1 0 50.0 
e 
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Since teachers. of the various business subjects would 
f'ind the findings more useful if the list of significant 
duties in Table VI was reclassif'ied ana arranged under 
special headings, Table VII was prepared. The duties were 
classified as typing, bookkeeping, stenographic and secre-
tarial, office machines, filing, and general clerical 
activities. 
In addition, these activities are arranged in order of 
rank within each classification. The ''time-frequency rating 
in per cent 11 and the "school-training rating in per cent u 
are shown for each activity. These percentages were t~~en 
from Table VI. 
TABLE VII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTIVITIES IN EACH CLASSIFICATION 
Time- School-
frequency training 
Rank Activity Classification rating in rating in 
per cent per cent 
TYPING ACTIVITIES! 
1 Make carbon copies 71.2 100.0 
2 • .5 Address envelopes 7.5·9 94.8 
2 • .5 Use standard typewriter 98.3 98.3 
.5-5 Fold, insert letters,. and seal 
envelopes 71.7 90.6 
7 Type letters 62.0 98.0 
8 Fill in printed forms 48 .. 9 61.7 
10 Type out cards J.5.0 7.5.0 
13 Type form letters 29.4 8.5.3 
lJ Type out bills, invoices, and 
statements . 44.-1. 70.6 
21 Type from rough drafts 29.6 8,5.2 
28 Type out statistical data 17 .. 4 73.9 
Rank Activity Classification 
TYPING ACTIVITIES: (continued)' 
Make stencils 
Proof'read 
Type out telegra.rp.s, radiograms 
Type manuscripts, legal f'orms 
Use portable typewriter 
BOOICKEEPING AC~IVITIES: 
25.5 Post entries to ledger · 
28 Balance cash 
30.5 Keep customer 1s accounts 
32 .. 5 Reconcile bank statement 
32.5 Make out payrolls -
35.5 Take inventory of' stock 
37.5 Prepare journal entries 
41 • .5 Work on credit accounts 
44 Operate cish regiet:er 
48.5 Prepare trial balance 
50.5 Compute interest 
50.5 Prepare financial statements 
58~5 Prepare worksheets 
STENOGRAPHIC AND SECRETARIAL 
ACTIVITIES: 
4 Use telephone 
9 Take dictation in shorthand and 
transcribe 
13 Receive business callers 
34 Make appointment arrangements 
with customers or clients 
5·5 
16 
28 
53 
55.5 
FILING ACTIVITIES: 
Use alphabetical f'i1ing 
Prepare material f'or f'iling 
Use numerical f'iling 
Use visible record f'iling 
Use geographical f'i1ing 
Time-
frequency 
rating in 
pe_r cent 
lJ.6 
46.;7 
J8.5 
75.0 
80.0 
66.7 
82.6 
68.2 
o.o 
25.0 
22.2 
56.3 
69.2 
100.0 
10.0 
33·3 
o.o 6o.o 
87.7 
46.7 
61.8 
6J.2 
School-
training 
rating in 
per cent 
100.0 
9J.J 
76.9 
100.0 
90.0 
82.0 
69 .. 6 
68.2 
90.0 
70.0 
44.4 
87.5 
84.6 
66.7 
80.0 
88.9 
77.8 
-90. o: 
100.0 
82.4 
78.9 
92~5 
75;.0 
100;0 
100~0 
100.0 
Rank Activity Classification 
GENERAL CLERICAL ACfl1IVITIES! 
15 Weigh mail, figure postage 
17 Open, sort, and distribute mail 
18 Run errands 
21 Prepare checks 
21 Write out orders 
23 • .5 Prepare bills, invoices .. 
23.5 Make banlt deposits · · 
2.5 • .5 Take care of supplies(stockroom) 
35•5 Figure discounts 
· 44 Prepare insurance and social 
security records 
44 Prepare packages for shipment 
46•.5 Compute time records 
48 • .5 Make price changes 
53 Sell merchandise at counter 
.58•.5 Prepare vouchers 
OFFICE ~i&dHINES AdTIVITIES: 
11 Use hand=operated adding machine 
19 Use electric adding machine 
37.5 Use calculating machine 
39 • .5 Use check-writing machine 46 . .5 Use mimeograph duplicator 
.55.5 Use ditto duplicator 
58 • .5 Use bookkeeping machine 
62 Operate addressograph 
62 Operate switchboard 
62 Use electric typewriter . 
64 Operate dictaphone transcriber 
6~.5 Operate ediphone transcriber 
66.5 Operate photostatic machine 
66~5 Operate _graphotype machine 
66.5 Prepare· bill of lacLing . 
Time-
frequency 
rating in 
per cent 
51 • .5 
3·7.1 
56~7 
44.4 
.59-3 69.2 
.50.0 
29.2 
J8.9 
.50.0 
2.5~0 
. 6J.6 
70.0 
8?.5 4o.o 
6J.2 
82.1 
68.8 
5J.J 
18.2 
28.6 
20.0 
75.0 
50~0 
100.0 
JJ.J 
50 .. 0 
50.0 
100.0 
o.o 
60 
School-
training 
rating in 
per cen"t 
7.5.8 
.58·1 
2J.J 
92•6 
.55•6 
76.9 
73.1 
8J.J 
8J.J 
8J.J 
66.7 
72•7 
20.0 
37·.5 4o.o 
97.4 
100.0 
100.0 6o.o 
90.9 
85.7 
40.0 
25.0 
o.o 
7.5.0 
100.0 
100.0 
_50. 0 
o.o 
.50.0 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY. OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was made to gather personal data rrom the 
business graduates and to obtain information relative to 
duties they performed in of'f'ice jobs since their graduation 
from Greenfield High School. The information obtained ~rom 
- ~ .. . . 
the data sheets and check lists was the primary basis for 
determining whether or not any curriculum revision should 
be considered in the Greenfield High School. 
Sixty~six graduates, which represented 51.2 per cent 
of the business graduates ror·the years 1944 through 1949, 
were interviewed. The :following findings were summarized 
rrom the data sheet: 
1. All or the 66 business graduates interviewed 
were employed in office jobs at th~ time of' this study. 
2. Of the 66 graduates included in this study, 
46, or 69.7 per cent, secured office positions before 
graduation; 17, or 25.8 per cent, obtained office employment 
between one and three months after graduation; and three, or 
4.5 per cent, graduates secured an of'f'ice position between 
four and eight months after graduation. 
J. Twenty-five graa_uates indicated that they were 
employed as secretarial-stenographic office workers and 22 
graduates reported that they were employed as general office 
clerks. The remaining graduates were employed as assistant 
bookkeepers, as payroll clerks, medical secretaries, 
--
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cashiers, senior and junior clerkst billing clerk, and bank 
messenger •. 
4. Although graduates were employed in several 
different businesses, manufacturing concerns employed 18, 
or 27.3 per cent of the graduates. The offices of various 
municipal departments of the town of Greenfield and the 
retail businesses were the next highest single areas in 
which graduates found employment. 
5. Of the 66 graduates interviewed, 43 had been 
employed over a year in the job held at the time of this 
study. 
6. In reference to salaries, 43 graduates 
received between $21 and $30 as starting salaries in 
positions held at the time of the study. Thirty-two 
graduates received between $26 and $35 as present salaries 
in the same positions. 
7. Of the 66 graduates interviewed, only five 
reported that they had receivea_ formal education beyond 
high school. Two of the five graduates attended business 
l 
schools for two years and specialized in medical-
secretarial work, one of the graduates attended a junior 
college for two years and trained as an executive secretary, 
another graduate completed four years at a university as a 
psychology major, and the fifth graduate started a course at 
the university and completed only one year before discon-
tinuing the course. 
8. Sixty-two graduates reported that they did 
not experience any difficulty in getting a position after 
completing their :formal education in school. 
9. or the 66 graduates interviell'fed, 30, or 45 • .5 
per cent, of the graduates reported that they had obtained 
their :first positions through school officials. Sixteen, 
or 24.2 per cent, of the graduates obtained the first job 
through the family or friend. 
lO. This- study indicat.es a :fairly favorable 
conclusion in respect to job satis:faction of the graduates 
in the positions, held at the time of the study. Thirty-one 
of' the graduates stated they were highly satisfied and 24 
of them expressed themselves as reasonably well satisfied. 
ll. In general, the graduates felt that the 
vocational skill training offered to them was very helpful. 
However, they emphasized that their general business 
education background was limited. As a result, the 
graduates stated they were handicapped in applying them-
selves in the beginning positions they had held after 
graduation. 
The following findings and conclusions were drawn 
from the job-activity check lists completed by the 
graduates: 
l. Typing activities were the most frequently 
per:formed duties and the graduates :felt that these duties 
should definitely be taught in school. The following 
activities ranked high in frequency performance: making 
carbon copy, addressing envelopes, using the typewriter, 
and typing letters. 
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2. The stenographic duties ranked high in 
respect to the number of graduates who performed these 
activities. Although the time-frequency percentage was low 
for taking dictation in shorthand and transcribing, all of 
the graduates emphasized that the ·school should continue 
the intensive skill training-of stenographic activities. 
3· Table V reports that booklreeping and record-
keeping activities, such as posting entries to the ledger, 
keeping customer's accounts, making out payrolls, and 
reconciling bank statements-, were less frequently performed 
by graduates than typing and stenographic duties. However, 
the graduates who w.ere interviewed were very much in favor' 
of having the school as well as the employer assume the 
responsibility in providing adequate training of these 
activities. 
4. The proper operation of business machines 
was considered to be mainly a school function by the 
graduates. Both the hand-operated and electric adding 
machines ranked high according to number of graduates 
operating them. 
5. Of the several filing activities reported, 
Table VI shows that the use of the alphabetical filing system 
ranked high both in number of graduates performing the 
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activity and in time~frequency rating. The graduates were 
definitely convinced that this activity should be taught in 
the school. 
6. According to the results reported in Table , 
VI, the general clerical activities maintained a high degree 
of significance among those activities performed by the 
graduates interviewed. These activities included the 
following: weighing mail and figuring postage; opening, 
sorting, and distributing mail; preparing checks; writing 
out orders; .and mru~ing bank deposits. 
CHAPTER VII I 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM 
As a result of the findings of this study, the 
following recommendations are made: 
1. Consideration should be given in the class-
room .to the list of typewriting, stenographic and secre-
tarial, filing, bookkeeping, and general clerical duties 
which the graduates stated should be taught in school and 
which ranked high in frequency of performance on the job. 
2. The office practice course should emphasize 
skill in the use of both the hand-operated and electric 
adding machine. 
3· Business students should develop a pigh 
degree of skill in filing, especially in the use of the 
alphabetical system. 
4. A general clerical curriculum should be 
developed to provide clerical training for those students 
who cannot meet the requirements of the present vocational 
business curriculum, but 11ho are interested and capable of 
preparing themselves for routine office work. 
5. Business students should be given courses 
such as economics, business law, money and banking, retail 
and selling, and principles of marketing as a basis for 
the general education background essential in understanding 
the function of business. 
6. Greater emphasis should be placed on 
spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 
7. Secretarial students should be given more 
opportunity to work under practical business situations. 
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A survey of business organizations is recommended to 
determine whether or not a rmrk experience program could be 
developed to accomplish this suggestion. 
8. The school guidance and business departments 
should work together in placing business graduates in jobs. 
9. A similar study should. be made in order to 
determine the job opportunities f'or business graduates. 
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APPENDIX 
• 
--
A SURVEY .OF OCCUPATIOHAL DUTIES OF THOSE GREEUFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 
COMlvJEROIAL GRA:DUATES EMPLOYED AS OFFIC:)l] AliD CLERICAL WORKERS 
A. Personal Data: 
1. Name ---------------------------------------
2. Title of your position-----------------------------
liTame of employer 
~usiness or product --· . ---------------
Time employed in presr:m·i:; positiun; _ __years months _____ weeks 
Starting pay for pre8 E=mt posi t5.on~ er week er hour 
Name other jobs you have held 
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Row long did it take to obtain first job after completing youEeducationr 
___ __..pears months weeks days 
3. Indicate education received beyond High School by encircling number of 
years completed: 
A. ~usiness School 
Years Completed 
1 2 3 4 
1234.5 ~. College or University 
Check One 
Certificate __ Yes __ IJo 
Degree ___ Yes __ No 
C. Vocation prepared for·_--------------~-------------------~-----
4 • .Are you: (Check one) 
A. Employed for wages full time? ____ ~. Part time?. ______ _ 
If employed full time, what is your weekly income? 
_under $21 
21-2.5 
26-30 
_31-3.5 
$36-40 
- 41-4.5 = 46-50 
51-55 
_$.56-60 
61·-6.5 
-66-· 70 
__ over70 
_5. In what way did you obtain yo1~ first position?(Oheck one) 
A. __ Family or friend 
:s. __ Public employment agency 
o; __ Private employment agency 
D. __ School officials 
E. __ Newspapers 
F. __ Found it yourself 
6. Row well are you satisfied with your present job?(Check one) 
A. Highly satisfied____ C. Indifferent 
G. List beloi-.r 
other source 
~. Reasonably well satisfied D~ Somewhat dissatisfied 
E. Very dissatisfied_·_ 
7. Did you experience any difficulty in getting a position after completing 
your formal education in school? ___ Yes 
__ lTo 
If answer is ~. what do you consider the reasons for the difficulty? 
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l3. A Cbe ck List of S:pecif'ic Duties Performed by Off;ice and Clerical Em:ployee.s 
Directions~ Place a check mark to indicate how often you :perform a duty and 
where you think that job should be taught. (Note! DO NOT check 
· the column WHE....l1E SHOULil BB TAUGHT if the duty is not :performed 
by you on the ,job). 
Freq. is abbreviation for frequently and means :performance for 
more than half the day or week. 
Occas. is abbreviation for occasionally and means :performance for 
less than half the day or 1'leek .. 
Where 
Freauenc ·of Performance Should be Tau2ht 
- -
Freg_. Occas. Freg_. Occas. Less Job 
Duties Every Every During During Often In On and 
Day Day Week Week Than School Jo1 School 
Weekl_]i 
Take Dictation in Shorthand 
and transcribe 
A9-d-ress Bnveloues 
-
M~ke Carbon Co-pies 
-Fill in Pr~nted Forms 
~'J2e frq_:gJ Rou,gh Drafts 
%J,-pe out letters 
_T.xJ;?_e form letters 
5£;Lpe out cards 
~ia.ke Stencils 
':t'ffie out teleerams.radio2rams 
Ty:pe out bills.invoices,and 
statements 
Tvne out statistical data 
Type manuscriuts le,cral forms 
Make out ua:vrolls 
Preuare vouchers 
Preuare bills. invoices 
Take inventory of stock 
Preuare .iournal entries 
Post entries to ledeer 
Preuare trial balance 
Preuare financial statements 
Fieure discounts 
_Oomuute time records 
P~-euare checks 
Reconcile bank statement 
Make bank deuosits 
Com)2ute i1:"!;eres t 
i'h·it8 ouj; orders 
P1~_s>,uare in3urance and social 
secu:ri tv record.s 
}tee.:;t ... c:JJ.s t-_qm€x:_l g_ _g.gQ.Q"\.1.!l:i!J3 __ ._ ....... 
-----
·--·--
, 
1 
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Where 
Freauenc:v of Performance Should be Taw;:ht 
Freq_. Occas Freq. Occas. Less Job 
Duties Every Every Durin~ During Often In On and 
Day Day Week Week Tban School Job Schoo 1 
WeeklY 
• 
Use tele-phone 
Use al-phabetical filing 
Use geogra-phical filing 
Use numerical filing 
Use visible record filing 
Use other filing sys tern 
Fold. insert l~.Hens, and 
.. -
- - - ·-· 
-- --
seal envelo-pes 
0-pen,sort ,and distribute mail 
Run errands 
Receive business callers 
Weigh mail,figure uostage 
~~e~are ~ackages for shipment 
Mc:t.ke -price changes 
S~ll merchanise at counter 
i'lork on credit accounts 
PreJ2Ee material for filing 
M:tke ap?.Jointment arrangements 
with customers or clients 
-Pr·00fread 
T~ke care of supplies(stockroom 
BA.":a.nc e ca.s h daily 
P:re~~e ~~-ot'ksheets 
P::':_Qc...re b:LLl of lading 
1?::.:!' ... '2~.-!_e itinerary 
Us~-~ts~wtype 
Use standard typewriter 
Usc portable typewriter 
Use electric t ;y-p ewr iter 
Use Mimeograph duplicator 
Use Ditto duplicator 
Use other duplicator 
Use hand-operated adding 
machine 
Use electic adding machine 
Use Bookkeeping machine 
:\]se Calculating machines 
_Qpero.te switchboard 
Q;1era te . Dictaphone transcriber 
O:re:r8:ta Ildi.phone transcriber 
• 
0;5£.§1j; ~--p_ash register 
G~) e "G..·~:t•_f';;__.l? h :J to s tat i c l!l,q, chine 
U:.• e, ·.:·~~~:~.:::l'~:=::e:J. J:\ng machine 
Ub~~~~Ll~~~:achine 
List balcw other machines used: 
-· 
. 
·--1---· 
_______ __,. ... __, I --·--· .. --- .. .. , ---~ ·-·---~---. ----- I 
